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Hey enow 
well big respect in all aspect to girl dem wid di
tightness and di fatness a walk round inna dem stiff
dress 
and di one dem weh juss model inna dem mini dress
aight 
a you get request yuh nuh 
becaw wah 

Cho: Cute and likkle and tight yeah 
yuh a gi him di wuk weh him like yeah 
and yuh know fi position right yeah 
bare love song yuh man a sing yuh lass night yeah 
Cute and likkle and tight yeah 
yuh a gi him di wuk weh him like yeah 
and yuh fi position right yeah 
bare love song yuh man a sing yuh lass night yeah 

1.Well before im even get a touch im in attention 
from him have yuh im never get a dead slam 
yuh effect and now di brush im a depend pon 
mek im juss done and haffi beg yuh fi a next one 
caw yuh show him a nuh bed alone yuh bad pon 
how yuh flex it all a tun him inna mad man 
is a trip im tek inna yuh imagination 
whistling har next door creation 

Cho: 

2.well inna bathroom, inna kitchen, inna dining room
pon table 
inna paper floor, pon carpet do show him seh any
where yuh able 
quicker dan di horse dem inna stable 
tun him on already and him only see yuh navel 
Chuh caw yuh nuh inna rush 
ben dung and yuh toe yuh touch 
yuh a gal weh know yuh stuff, mek him haffi blush 
when yuh all a fling it up 
pon yuh chest yuh bring it up 
show him how yuh trim it up 
yuh have up di nevah get enough 
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Cho: 

3.Well before im even get a touch im in attention 
from him have yuh im never get a dead slam 
yuh effect and now di brush im a depend pon 
mek im juss done and haffi beg yuh fi a next one 
caw yuh show him a nuh bed alone yuh bad pon 
how yuh flex it all a tun him inna mad man 
is a trip im tek inna yuh imagination 
whistling har next door creation 

Cho:
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